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Simultaneous direction repulsion (the direction illusion) occurs in bidirectional motion displays, typically
transparent motion random dot kinematograms. Several laboratories have reported a greatly reduced
illusion with dichoptic presentation of the two coherently translating stimuli as compared to monocular
or binocular presentation. Some researchers have argued that those results might be due to a confound-
ing factor, namely binocular rivalry occurring between test and inducing stimuli in the dichoptic condi-
tion, and so have attributed decisive weight to the results reported by Kim and Wilson (1997, Vision
Research, 37, 991–1005) who used centre–surround grating stimuli and found large monocular as well
as large dichoptic effects. Here we use centre–surround dot stimuli – with which no binocular rivalry
occurs – to conﬁrm a strong monocular contribution to the direction illusion. In addition, we fail to ﬁnd
evidence of a direction illusion with centre–surround grating stimuli, even when seeking to replicate the
methods of Kim and Wilson (1997). In light of other evidence that a global motion-sensitive mechanism
can determine the magnitude of the direction illusion, we propose that simultaneous direction repulsion
can result from activity at multiple stages of the motion processing hierarchy.
 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
In this paper we add to previous evidence (Grunewald, 2004;
Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Wiese & Wenderoth, 2007) to conﬁrm
that simultaneous direction repulsion is produced to a signiﬁcant
extent at a partially monocular site within the brain’s motion pro-
cessing pathway. In doing so we address criticisms levelled by
Curran, Clifford, and Benton (2006b, 2009) at that earlier work
and consider the implications of our ﬁndings in light of data show-
ing the same effect to be a global motion phenomenon (Benton &
Curran, 2003).
Simultaneous direction repulsion (direction illusion; DI) occurs
when two drift directions presented to an observer appear to repel
each other such that the angle formed between them appears
greater than it is (Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Mather & Moulden,
1980). A similar effect may be obtained with successive presenta-
tion of the drifting stimuli (direction aftereffect; DAE), so that fol-
lowing adaptation to one, the other appears to drift in a direction
perceptually repelled from the ﬁrst (Levinson & Sekuler, 1976).
Several researchers have sought to locate within the motion
processing pathway the neural activity underlying the DI and
DAE, on the assumption that an understanding of how and why
these effects occur will shed light upon visual motion processing
more generally. Most of this work has focused on the DI. When
Marshak and Sekuler (1979) ﬁrst reported the effect, they includedll rights reserved.
).a dichoptic presentation condition and found a signiﬁcantly smal-
ler effect than in the monoptic condition. They concluded that neu-
ral activity underlying the effect must occur at least in part at a
binocular (‘central’) site within the motion processing pathway,
but that there may be a monocular (‘peripheral’) component as
well. Alternatively this result is equally consistent with activity
occurring wholly within V1, where there are monocular as well
as binocular cells.
Marshak and Sekuler’s dichoptic experiment was repeated by
Grunewald (2004), who sought to test the hypothesis that their
measure of direction repulsion may have been confounded with
a phenomenon called reference repulsion (Rauber & Treue, 1998).
Reference repulsion is a perceptual mechanism posited to explain
a pattern of baseline direction judgement error in which a unidi-
rectional stimulus is judged as drifting in a direction repelled from
one or other of the cardinal axes (but see Wiese & Wenderoth,
2008). Although Marshak and Sekuler claimed that baseline errors
were minimal, they did not present these data and in theory their
apparent dichoptic DI may actually have been due to reference
repulsion. As predicted, Grunewald (2004) found that direction
judgements in the dichoptic condition were indistinguishable from
those in the unidirectional (baseline) condition. He concluded that
the DI is caused by activity in monocular direction-selective cells,
most likely in V1, and suggested that Marshak and Sekuler’s appar-
ent dichoptic DI might actually have been caused by reference
repulsion (Grunewald, 2004).
Wiese and Wenderoth (2007) repeated Grunewald’s experi-
ment but found that the DI was not completely eliminated in the
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count, and also found that when the two directions form an obtuse
angle the dichoptic DI may be attractive. In a further comparison of
monoptic and dichoptic DIs using a different method of measure-
ment, they conﬁrmed that the dichoptic DI for an obtuse angle
(120) is attractive, but this time found no effect at 30 direction
separation which in the monoptic condition is associated with
peak repulsion effects. They concluded, like Grunewald (2004),
that the primary site of neural activity underlying the DI does
not lie beyond V1.
All of this work employed bidirectional random dot kinemato-
gram (RDK) stimuli drifting in transparent motion. Kim andWilson
(1997) produced different results with drifting gratings in a cen-
tre–surround conﬁguration, where subjects indicated the apparent
drift direction of the centre stimulus. They obtained very large
peak repulsion effects of up to 40 in monoptic conditions (peak ef-
fects of between 10 and 20 are typical in the RDK work) and dich-
optic repulsion about 84% of the monoptic effect. They concluded
that the DI is produced predominantly at a ‘central’ processing site,
after the site of binocular combination. The conclusions reached by
Grunewald (2004) and Wiese and Wenderoth (2007) are therefore
in conﬂict with those of Kim and Wilson (1997).
On a question which is related to the issue of a monocular or
binocular mechanism, Benton and Curran (2003) sought to identify
whether the DI is produced at the local motion or global motion
stage of motion processing. Taking advantage of the fact that the
DI is tuned to speed differences between the inducer and test
directions (Curran & Benton, 2003; Dakin & Mareschal, 2000) and
using bidirectional RDK stimuli, they found that the test direction
was repelled by a mixed-speed inducer to a degree predicted by
the mean speed of that inducer. In light of the fact that the
mixed-speed inducer appeared perceptually to drift uniformly at
its mean speed, they interpreted their data to mean that the DI is
caused by activity at the global motion stage, where presumably
there is a single speed signal corresponding to the mean speed of
the mixed-speed inducer (that is, corresponding to the perceptual
appearance of the stimulus). That conclusion is consistent only
with a binocular mechanism for the DI, and so the same authors
have subsequently preferred to accept as authoritative the dichop-
tic DI results of Kim andWilson (1997) (Curran et al., 2006b, 2009).
They argue that observers may have experienced binocular rivalry
in the dichoptic conditions run by Grunewald (2004) and Wiese
and Wenderoth (2007), which would have prevented the true ﬁnd-
ing of a strong dichoptic DI and rendered their results invalid,
whereas rivalry would not have occurred with Kim and Wilson’s
centre–surround stimuli.
In support of that argument regarding binocular rivalry it may
be observed that Hiris and Blake (1996) found that rivalry frus-
trated their attempts at dichoptic presentation of a DI stimulus,
and Chen, Matthews, and Qian (2001) reported several experi-
ments where observers experienced rivalry when viewing a bidi-
rectional RDK. Although Marshak and Sekuler (1979) explicitly
reported that their observers did not experience rivalry, and both
Grunewald (2004) and Wiese and Wenderoth (2007) designed
their stimuli speciﬁcally such that their observers did not experi-
ence rivalry, the occurrence of ‘‘patchy” rivalry – short of full dom-
inance by one drift direction or the other – cannot be ruled out.
We determined to test the monoptic and dichoptic DIs using
RDKs in a centre–surround conﬁguration. We also ran identical
conditions with drifting gratings. With these stimuli there can be
no suggestion of binocular rivalry confounding the results. We ex-
pected to ﬁnd strongly reduced repulsion effects in the dichoptic
condition compared to the monoptic condition for RDK stimuli,
in line with previous ﬁndings from bidirectional RDKs drifting in
transparent motion and on the assumption that rivalry in fact
did not interfere with those experiments (Grunewald, 2004;Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Wiese & Wenderoth, 2007). In the event
this was indeed what we found for RDK stimuli, but we had difﬁ-
culty producing any evidence of a DI for grating stimuli. Following
on from these ﬁndings we attempted a replication of Kim and Wil-
son’s (1997) dichoptic experiment but could not produce the same
results.2. Experiment 1
Experiment 1 included a test of the monoptic and dichoptic DIs
at inducing directions 30 and 120, with a centre–surround stim-
ulus conﬁguration. Inducing directions of 30 and 120 were cho-
sen because they typically result in peak repulsion effects and
robust (dichoptic) attraction effects, respectively. This experiment
was run with RDK inducing and test stimuli (Experiment 1a) and
grating inducing and test stimuli (Experiment 1b).
2.1. Observers
Observers were 19 undergraduate students in an intermediate
perception course, naïve to the purpose of the experiment. Sixteen
of these completed both the RDK and grating experiments (Exper-
iments 1a and 1b). One observer completed only Experiment 1b
and two completed only Experiment 1a.
2.2. Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a Dell Trinitron 2000 monitor with a
spatial resolution of 1152 by 870 pixels and frame rate 75 Hz, con-
nected to a Mac Pro computer. Participants were seated in a dark
laboratory and viewed the monitor through a mirror stereoscope.
The effective viewing distance from the monitor to each eye was
40 cm.
Motion stimuli were RDKs or sine wave gratings shown within
an 8 circular virtual aperture. The surround (inducing) stimulus
had an inner diameter of 2 and the centre (test) stimulus covered
that full extent. RDKs consisted of white (100.2 cd/m2) dots of 0.1
diameter with a density of 1.5 dots/deg2 and drifting at 4 deg/s, on
a black (0.9 cd/m2) background. Sine wave gratings had maximum
contrast and a spatial frequency of 1 cycle/deg, drifting at 4 deg/s.
2.3. Procedure
Each trial began with the appearance of a red ﬁxation point
(0.2 diameter; always presented to both eyes), followed after a
500 ms delay by a tone lasting 250 ms. Then after another
500 ms delay a motion stimulus was presented for 500 ms, where-
upon the motion stimulus and ﬁxation point disappeared and the
observer was required to indicate by pressing the left arrow key
or the right arrow key (on a standard computer keyboard) whether
the centre stimulus had drifted CW (right arrow) or CCW (left ar-
row) of vertically upward. Following a keyboard press the next trial
began automatically with the reappearance of the ﬁxation point. A
thin grey circular ﬁxation lock (8 diameter) was presented to both
eyes at all times.
Points of subjective vertically upward drift for the test direction
were obtained with a double randomly interleaved staircase proce-
dure, where the test direction was adjusted from trial to trial to
converge on subjective vertical. The difference between subjective
vertical in the presence of the inducing direction and at baseline
was taken as the magnitude of the DI. Initial test drift directions
were ±10 from vertically upward (0) with a step size beginning
at 2 and falling to 1. The ﬁnal six of eight reversals were analysed
for each staircase. There were two viewing conditions (monoptic
and dichoptic), and two inducing direction conditions (30 and
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ment 1a) and with grating stimuli (Experiment 1b). In all condi-
tions, the surround (inducing) stimulus was always presented to
the dominant eye; in monoptic conditions the test stimulus was
presented to the dominant eye as well, in dichoptic conditions it
was presented to the non-dominant eye. Pilot subjects reported
being unaware of this viewing condition manipulation.
The four conditions created by crossing viewing and inducing
direction conditions were run in separate blocks. Alternate observ-
ers completed the RDK experiment ﬁrst, or the grating experiment
ﬁrst. Within that framework conditions were presented in a ran-
dom order, predetermined for each observer. Prior to testing, each
observer’s dominant eye was identiﬁed with a pointing procedure
and the Randot Stereo Test was administered to conﬁrm good ste-
reo vision. Each experimental block was preceded by a pretest
block in which the surround region was blank and the centre stim-
ulus was presented to the dominant eye (monoptic pretests) or the
non-dominant eye (dichoptic pretests), and baselines thus ob-
tained were subtracted from test data to obtain the direction
judgements for analysis.2.4. Results and discussion
Results are presented in Fig. 1. In Experiment 1a, a mean mon-
optic repulsion of 9.3 at the 30 inducing direction was obtained,
which is a typical ﬁnding. Dichoptic repulsion in the equivalent
condition was 5.2, this being 56% of the monoptic effect. This
result is similar to those of Marshak and Sekuler (1979) and Wiese
andWenderoth (2007), who found a strongly reduced but not com-
pletely eliminated repulsion effect in the dichoptic condition.
The main effects of inducing direction and viewing condition
were both signiﬁcant [F(1, 17) = 8.67; p = .009 and F(1, 17) = 10.23;
p = .005, respectively] and there was no interaction [F(1, 17) < 1].
We note that for the 120 direction separation there was almost
no effect in the dichoptic condition. This contrasts with the ﬁnding
byWiese andWenderoth (2007) that obtuse angles in the dichoptic
condition may produce perceptual attraction.
These results conﬁrm the validity of previously reported data
obtained with dichoptic viewing of bidirectional RDK stimuli drift-
ing in transparent motion, showing a strong monocular contribu-
tion to the DI.
In Experiment 1b, using centre–surround gratings, only the
main effect of viewing condition was signiﬁcant [F(1, 16) = 10.46;
p = .005]. Mean monoptic repulsion for the 30 inducer was 3.6.
Dichoptic presentation almost completely eliminated this effect
(0.9). There was no illusion in the dichoptic 120 condition, and
inducing direction had no discernable effect within the monopticFig. 1. Averaged DI data from (a) Experiment 1a, and (b) Experiment 1b. Negative valuesconditions. This result is totally unlike that reported by Kim and
Wilson (1997) but our stimuli and procedure differed in potentially
important ways from theirs. This issue is addressed below in Sec-
tion 5. With the 120 inducer there was a 2.3 monoptic repulsion
effect.
Two striking features of these data are the much smaller mag-
nitude of the DI for gratings than for RDKs and the near elimination
of any effect in the dichoptic presentation condition for gratings.
The question arises whether the two stimulus types tap a mecha-
nism operating within the same neural population, or whether
there is some degree of non-overlap in the activity underlying
the DI for RDKs and for gratings. To begin to address this question
we repeated Experiment 1 but now with crossed stimuli, where an
RDK centre (test) stimulus had a grating surround (inducer), and
vice versa.3. Experiment 2
This experiment was in all respects identical to Experiment 1,
except now the test RDK was presented with a grating inducer,
and the test grating was presented with an RDK inducer.
3.1. Observers
Nineteen new observers sampled from the same undergraduate
population completed all the conditions of Experiment 2.
3.2. Results and discussion
Results are presented in Fig. 2. There was some evidence of
small attraction effects in the grating inducer/RDK test conditions
(<2), but the clearest result was the complete elimination of all
of the repulsion effects observed in Experiment 1.
These surprising data constitute a double dissociation of
RDK/grating inducing stimuli in their effect on the perceived direc-
tion of simultaneously presented RDK/grating test stimuli, and so
suggest that there may be no overlap in the neural populations
whose activity underlies the DI for RDKs and for gratings. Before
proceeding we re-ran with a third group of 16 observers all combi-
nations of test and inducing stimulus types with monoptic and
dichoptic presentation for the 30 inducer condition only, in a fully
repeated measures design, to ensure that we could replicate the re-
sults so far obtained. Data are presented in Fig. 3 and are very sim-
ilar to the results of Experiments 1 and 2. In a further analysis, we
combined data from the 16 observers of this replication experi-
ment with the 16 observers who had completed both Experiments
1a and 1b, and isolated results from just the monoptic, 30 induceron the y-axes correspond to direction attraction effects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.
Fig. 3. Averaged data from a repeat of the 30 inducing direction conditions of
Experiments 1a, 1b and 2. The uncrossed conditions corresponded to the conditions
of Experiments 1a and 1b, where inducing and test stimuli were uncrossed (i.e. of
the same type). The crossed conditions corresponded to Experiment 2. Negative
values on the y-axis correspond to direction attraction effects. Error bars indicate ±1
SEM.
Fig. 2. Averaged DI data from Experiment 2. In the RDK test conditions, the inducing
stimulus was a drifting grating. In the grating test conditions the inducer was an
RDK. Negative values on the y-axis correspond to direction attraction effects. Error
bars indicate ±1 SEM.
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correlation between the magnitude of direction repulsion with
RDK inducing and test stimuli and grating inducing and test stim-
uli. A strong correlation would suggest that a common mechanism
causes the DI for both stimulus types; a weak correlation would
support our suggestion of non-overlapping mechanisms. The result
was a very weak correlation: r = .08, n.s.
In Experiment 3 we investigated further the nature of the grat-
ing DI.Fig. 4. Averaged data from Experiment 1b re-plotted as orientation repulsion from
the orientation of the inducing grating. Negative values on the y-axis correspond to
orientation attraction effects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.4. Experiment 3
Grating stimuli are fundamentally different from RDKs in that
gratings have an orientation which in a circular aperture is neces-
sarily confounded with drift direction, whereas RDK elements have
no orientation. Apart from the possibility that observers may heed
orientation cues when making direction judgements (a fact whichin our opinion makes gratings quite undesirable as stimuli for
studying the DI and DAE), our stimuli might be expected to induce
a tilt illusion (TI), which is a well-known and robust orientation
illusion analogous to the DI. We wondered whether and to what
extent the TI may have been responsible for the grating repulsion
data of Experiment 1b.
We re-plotted the data of Experiment 1b as orientation repul-
sion from the orientation of the inducing stimulus, assuming for
the moment that the perceived orientation of the test grating
was orthogonal to its perceived drift direction (observers having
been asked to make direction judgements, not orientation judge-
ments, during the experiment). The result is seen in Fig. 4. In the
monoptic condition there are both the expected TI repulsion effect
at 30 inducing orientation and the expected attraction effect at
60 orientation. Repulsion effects for the TI normally peak at about
15 and 75 orientation separation, respectively, and the effects
here are at the upper end of the expected magnitude for the TI
(although brieﬂy ﬂashed TI stimuli can produce even larger effects;
Wenderoth, van der Zwan, & Johnstone, 1989). Given, though, the
possibility that became apparent here – that in our test of the grat-
ing DI we had induced a TI but failed to ﬁnd any evidence of a DI for
gratings – we re-ran Experiment 1b but this time included a con-
trol condition with a stationary inducer. This manipulation must
eliminate any DI but presumably would leave the TI largely unaf-
fected. This is so because it is usually assumed that the TI and
the tilt aftereffect (TAE) have a common mechanism (Wenderoth
& Johnstone, 1987), and Over and Broerse (1972) showed that
identical TAEs occur whether the inducing and test stimuli are both
stationary, one or other is moving, both are moving in the same
direction or both are moving on opposite directions.
4.1. Observers
Observers were 16 undergraduate students in a ﬁrst year psy-
chology course, naïve to the purpose of the experiment.
4.2. Results and discussion
Data are plotted in Fig. 5. The stationary inducer was nearly as
potent as the drifting inducer in its effect on the perceived direc-
tion of the test, strongly suggesting that the apparent direction
repulsion in Experiment 1b was actually an orientation illusion,
where the perceived direction of the test grating was shifted as a
consequence of orientation repulsion (in a circular aperture a grat-
ing normally appears to drift perpendicular to its orientation). The
slight but consistent lessening of the effect associated with the
stationary inducer may be attributable to the speed tuning of
orientation selective cells that underlie the TI. However, in the
Fig. 5. Averaged data from Experiment 3. In the drifting conditions, the inducing
grating had a drift direction, as in Experiment 1b. In the stationary conditions, the
inducing grating was oriented the same but remained stationary. Error bars indicate
±1 SEM.
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levels: drifting and stationary) was not signiﬁcant [F(1, 15) < 1],
and all interactions involving inducer type were not signiﬁcant;
in each case [F(1, 15) < 1].
Results from Experiments 1–3 suggest the following:
1. For RDK stimuli, the DI is strongly reduced by dichoptic presen-
tation of the test and inducing stimuli. The DI has a clear mon-
ocular component that is likely produced by cells at the local
motion level of motion processing. Although in Grunewald’s
(2004) experiment and in one of Wiese and Wenderoth’s
(2007) experiments dichoptic repulsion with RDK stimuli was
found to be zero, the typical ﬁnding seems to be dichoptic
repulsion with a magnitude between about 33% and 60% of
the equivalent monoptic effect (Marshak & Sekuler, 1979;
Wiese & Wenderoth, 2007).
2. Direction attraction in the 120 dichoptic DI condition reported
by Wiese and Wenderoth (2007) is not a robust ﬁnding. This is
reminiscent of the attraction effects often but not always
obtained with large angular separations in tests of the TI and
TAE (Wenderoth & Johnstone, 1987).
3. On our evidence there is no grating DI, the effect in grating con-
ditions being apparently a manifestation of the TI. Having pro-
duced this result which was different from the one reported by
Kim and Wilson (1997), who ran very similar conditions, we
were reluctant to draw that conclusion and felt compelled to
attempt as near a replication of their experiment as possible.
There were several important differences in stimuli and proce-
dure that may have been responsible for our failure to ﬁnd a
grating DI where they were successful.
5. Experiment 4
Kim and Wilson used a constant test direction of 45 CW from
vertical, and tested numerous inducing direction separations (cov-
ering the full range of 360) by varying the drift direction of the
surrounding inducer from trial to trial. Notably, they found peak
repulsion effects at a 45 direction separation, whereas in our
experiments we tested with a 30 direction separation. Kim and
Wilson used a method of adjustment that required observers to
observe a test stimulus for 1 s and then use a mouse to adjust
the orientation of a pointer on screen to match the remembered
drift direction of the test. Their stimuli were smaller and had a dif-
ferent spatial frequency than the gratings we employed, and there
was a 0.9 annular gap between the centre and surround. They
measured the monoptic DI with both foveal and peripheral presen-
tation of the stimuli but the dichoptic DI in the periphery only.We adjusted our stimuli and procedures to match those of Kim
and Wilson (1997), except whereas they tested the dichoptic effect
at 9 in the periphery, we tested at 4 in the periphery because our
equipment did not allow stimulus presentation so far from the
fovea. Our peripheral stimuli were scaled relative to foveal stimuli
by a factor of 2.32 (Virsu, Näsänen, & Osmoviita, 1987); Kim and
Wilson’s stimuli were scaled by a factor of approximately 4.5.
We restricted our inducing direction variable to a range of 180
(covering direction separations 0–180), rather than the full 360.
As well as peripheral presentation we ran the same experiment
with foveal presentation to see if we could repeat Kim andWilson’s
large foveal DI. Finally, of course, the observers in our replication
were different from the original: we used 12 and 14 naïve observ-
ers in our foveal and peripheral experiments, respectively; Kim and
Wilson had variously two, three or four observers.
5.1. Observers
Twenty-six new observers taken from the intermediate percep-
tion course and naïve to the purpose of the experiment partici-
pated; 12 in the foveal experiment, 14 in the peripheral
experiment.
5.2. Stimuli
Motion stimuli were sine wave gratings presented at 98% con-
trast (where contrast was deﬁned as in Kim and Wilson (1997)
as [Lmax  Lmean]/Lmean) with mean luminance 50.55 cd/m2, drifting
at 6 deg/s (Kim andWilson presented stimuli at 100% contrast with
mean luminance 40 cd m2). In the foveal viewing experiment the
grating had a spatial frequency of 3.3 cycle/deg, the centre stimu-
lus had a diameter of 0.8 and was separated by a 0.2 gap from
the annular surround stimulus which had an outer diameter of
2.4. In the peripheral experiment stimuli were centred 4 below
ﬁxation, grating spatial frequency was 1.4 cycle/deg, centre diam-
eter was 1.9, gap between centre and surround was 0.5 wide
and the outer diameter of the surround was 5.6 (note that Kim
andWilson’s peripheral stimuli were scaled differently, for presen-
tation 9 in the periphery: spatial frequency 0.7 cycle/deg, centre
diameter 3.6, gap width 0.9, outer diameter 10.7).
The centre stimulus (test direction) always drifted at 45 CW
from vertically upward (0), while the inducing (surround) stimu-
lus drifted on any given trial in a direction sampled at random from
nine possible directions: 45, 26.6, 0, 26.6, 45, 63.4, 90,
116.6 and 135 (where negative values indicate directions
measured CCW from 0). These inducing directions corresponded
to test/inducer direction separations of 0, 18.4, 45, 71.6, 90,
108.4, 135, 161.6 and 180, respectively.
5.3. Procedure
Each trial began with the appearance of a red ﬁxation point
(0.15 diameter; always presented to both eyes), followed after a
500 ms delay by a tone lasting 250 ms. Then after another
500 ms delay the motion stimulus appeared and remained on
screen for 1 s, whereupon the motion stimulus and ﬁxation point
disappeared and after a delay of 100 ms an adjustable pointer ap-
peared. This was a thin white line equal in length to the radius of
the centre stimulus, anchored at one end to a 0.1 diameter white
dot (0.2 in the peripheral experiment) which remained stationary
in the centre of the stimulus region. The starting orientation of this
line was selected at random on each trial from 17 possible orienta-
tions covering a range from 35 to 125, in 10 steps. When the
pointer appeared, observers adjusted its orientation by pressing
the right arrow key to shift its orientation in a CW direction, and
the left arrow key to shift in its orientation in a CCW direction,
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(Kim and Wilson had observers adjust the pointer orientation with
the mouse). Observers pressed the space bar when satisﬁed with
their adjustment to record the response and begin the next trial.
Each direction separation was tested 10 times. Monoptic and dich-
optic conditions were completed in separate blocks, but the 10 rep-
lications of each inducer direction were randomly interleaved. A
thin grey ﬁxation lock of 8 diameter was visible to both eyes
throughout the experiments. In the peripheral experiment, the mo-
tion stimulus and pointer were centred within the ﬁxation lock as
for the foveal experiment, but the ﬁxation point was located di-
rectly above the stimulus, on the ﬁxation lock.
As in our own experiments, the inducing stimulus was always
presented to the dominant eye. In the monoptic condition the test
stimulus was also presented to the dominant eye; in the dichoptic
condition it was presented to the non-dominant eye. Prior to test-
ing, each observer’s dominant eye was identiﬁed with a pointing
procedure and the Randot Stereo Test was administered to conﬁrm
good stereo vision. Both experimental blocks were preceded by
pretest blocks in which the surround region was blank and the cen-
tre stimulus was presented to the dominant eye (monoptic pretest)
or the non-dominant eye (dichoptic pretest), and baselines thus
obtained were subtracted from test data to obtain the direction
judgements for analysis.
5.4. Results and discussion
Fig. 6 shows the results of the foveal experiment; this is a rep-
lication of Kim and Wilson’s foveal test of the monoptic DI, with
the addition of a dichoptic presentation condition. Data are plotted
both as direction repulsion and as orientation repulsion. The mon-
optic data are very unlike Kim and Wilson’s original data. Kim and
Wilson found peak repulsion of 23 at the 45 direction separation,
with the repulsion effect falling away quickly at greater angles of
divergence. We obtained a peak repulsion effect of 5.6 at the
18.4 direction separation, and an apparent attraction effect of
6.3 at the 161.6 direction separation. However, the data appear
muchmore sensible plotted as a TI. It can be seen that the apparent
6.3 DI attraction effect at the 161.6 direction separation can be
interpreted instead as a 6.3 TI repulsion effect at an orientation
difference of 18.4. In our opinion this latter interpretation is more
easily reconcilable with the known properties of these illusions. In
sum, we failed to replicate the results of Kim and Wilson and fur-
ther we failed to ﬁnd any clear evidence of a grating DI, the results
being better characterised as due to the occurrence of a TI.
Repulsion in the dichoptic condition did not differ systemati-
cally from zero. Other tests of the dichoptic TI have tended to ﬁnd
some effect in this condition: Virsu and Taskinen (1975) reported aFig. 6. Averaged data from the foveal conditions of Experiment 4, plotted (a) as a DI,
attraction effects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.dichoptic TI of about 57% compared to a monoptic condition.
Walker (1978) found this to be about 30%. Wade (1980) claimed
a dichoptic effect of about 50%, but in one test he found a small
dichoptic attraction effect where the monoptic effect was repul-
sion, and in another the dichoptic effect was about 25%. Wende-
roth, Clifford, and Ma Wyatt (2001) reported a 62% dichoptic
effect, and ﬁnally, Forte and Clifford (2005) reported a much larger
effect of about 80% in the dichoptic condition.
Fig. 7 shows the results of the peripheral experiment. Again, the
data are well characterised in terms of the TI. This time, the dich-
optic condition appeared to produce some effect, even matching
the peak monoptic effect on one of the two samplings of the
18.4 orientation separation. However, the data are unrecognisable
as resulting from a replication of Kim and Wilson’s original exper-
iment. There was nothing in these results to contradict the picture
that had emerged throughout this series of experiments. We were
greatly surprised by the wide disparity between Kim and Wilson’s
grating DI work and our own.6. Discussion
This series of experiments was conducted to test the null
hypothesis that the DI is produced wholly or predominantly by
binocular direction-selective cells. The data reported here are
inconsistent with that hypothesis and the validity of earlier pub-
lished tests on the same point was conﬁrmed (see Grunewald,
2004; Marshak & Sekuler, 1979; Wiese & Wenderoth, 2007). Any
mechanistic account of the DI must provide for a signiﬁcant contri-
bution by a wholly or partially monocular population of direction-
selective cells. Further, data from Experiment 3 indicated that
repulsion obtained with grating stimuli in Experiment 1b were in
fact due to the TI, suggesting the unexpected conclusion that we
had failed to induce a DI with grating stimuli. Because Kim and
Wilson (1997) reported large DIs with grating stimuli (including
a dichoptic effect 84% as large as the monoptic effect), we at-
tempted a replication of their work but again we were unable to
produce any evidence of a grating DI.6.1. Localisation of neural activity causing the DI and DAE
A monocular component for the DI suggests a contribution by
cells in V1, where there are known to be monocular or partially
monocular direction-selective cells (Movshon & Newsome, 1996).
It is not compatible with a mechanism placed entirely within
extrastriate cortex, where monocular cells are not found. However,
the DI is unlikely to be produced solely at the level of V1, because
Benton and Curran (2003) showed that activity at the globaland (b) as a TI. Negative values on the y-axes correspond to direction/orientation
Fig. 7. Averaged data from the peripheral conditions of Experiment 4, plotted (a) as a DI, and (b) as a TI. Negative values on the y-axes correspond to direction/orientation
attraction effects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM.
Fig. 8. Averaged data from a test of the DAE, comparing monoptic and dichoptic
conditions at 30 and 120 direction separations (n = 13). Negative values on the y-
axes correspond to direction attraction effects. Error bars indicate ±1 SEM. All
details of stimuli and procedure were as in Experiment 1a, except now inducing and
test stimuli were temporally separated.
1 The reader should note that the procedure of Experiment 1a was designed
eciﬁcally to make this comparison with a centre–surround DAE as free from any
rocedural confounds as possible. This was the reason for separating all of the four
nditions of Experiment 1a into separate blocks, when they could easily have been
terleaved into the same block; in a test of the DAE, each adaptation condition must
ecessarily be completed in a separate block. The same consideration prevented us
om following, for example, Benton and Curran’s (2003) procedure for testing the DI
here on any given trial the test direction was centred either on vertically upward or
ertically downward, and the inducing direction was either 60 CW or CCW of the test
irection. That procedure has the advantage of ensuring that there is no possibility of
ducing a DAE – however small – by repeatedly presenting the same or similar DI
ducing (and test) directions. Given the brief (500 ms) stimulus presentations in our
xperiments, and the fact that motion stimuli were on screen for less than a third of
me during any block, we think it unlikely that any of the DI data presented here
uld be any more than minimally affected by an unintended induction of the DAE
nd we do not think that any such effect could help to explain the differences
between conditions that we report.
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ciated with the local motion response, whereas later areas, notably
V5/hMT, are associated with a global motion response resulting
from the integration of local motion signals (Castelo-Branco
et al., 2002; Huk & Heeger, 2002; Snowden, 1994). As explained
in Section 1, Benton and Curran reported that the DI has a global
motion mechanism and not a local motion one, after pitting a glo-
bal motion hypothesis against a local motion hypothesis and ﬁnd-
ing that the global motion prediction better ﬁt their data.
Nonetheless, although that result shows that a global motion sig-
nal can and at least sometimes does produce a DI, it does not rule
out the possibility that a local motion mechanism also may concur-
rently or in other stimulus conditions produce a DI. Based on the
results reported here, we predict that an experiment designed spe-
ciﬁcally to produce evidence of a DI caused by local motion signals
ought to have a positive outcome, and this is so irrespective of the
fact that the same effect may also arise at the global motion level
(Benton & Curran, 2003).
The possibility that simultaneous direction repulsion may result
from activity atmultiple stages of themotion processing systemhas
been raised before (Kim &Wilson, 1997; Marshak & Sekuler, 1979;
Wiese&Wenderoth, 2007).Wiese andWenderoth (2007) suggested
that the dichoptic component of the DI, which appeared to have an
angular tuning function very similar to the (monoptic anddichoptic)
DAE,might share aneural substratewith theDAE.However, only the
dichoptic DI data of Kim andWilson have been free from the sugges-
tion that binocular rivalry may falsely have led to that idea. Appar-
ently they did not attribute any importance to a monocular
contribution because they went on to model the relevant neural
activity as occurring exclusively in pattern-sensitive motion units,
after the site of binocular combination (Kim &Wilson, 1997).
If the DI can be caused by activity at multiple stages of motion
processing, an apparent conﬂict might be resolved that has arisen
in the results reported by various laboratories in their attempt to
localise the DI and the DAE, or to discover whether they are pro-
duced at the same or at different processing sites (see Benton &
Curran, 2003; Curran, Clifford, & Benton, 2006a; Curran et al.,
2006b, 2009; Grunewald, 2004; Hiris & Blake, 1996; Schrater &
Simoncelli, 1998; Wiese & Wenderoth, 2007). Dichoptic presenta-
tion of the DAE has tended to result in an effect much stronger,
relative to the monoptic effect, than has dichoptic presentation
of the DI. Wiese and Wenderoth (2007) used a pointer adjustment
method to ﬁnd that interocular transfer (IOT) of the DAE averaged
100% over a range of direction separations spanning 15–175
(n = 12), and then using a staircase method found 80% IOT of the
repulsion effect at 30 direction separation and 100% IOT of the
attraction effect at 120 direction separation (n = 4). These resultscontrasted starkly with those for the DI, and Wiese and Wenderoth
concluded that the DAE is produced predominantly by binocular
direction tuned neurons, with possible evidence of a small monoc-
ular contribution as well. Curran et al. (2006b) found a smaller IOT
effect, averaging 68% of the monoptic effect (n = 3). For comparison
with the present results from centre–surround RDK stimuli, we
tested IOT of the DAE using a centre–surround conﬁguration. All
experimental details were identical to those of Experiment 1a, ex-
cept the test and inducing stimuli were temporally separated: 60 s
adaptation to the surround followed by a 500 ms presentation of
the centre stimulus, and 5 s adaptation ‘‘top-ups” between each
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binocularity for the DI and the DAE appears to imply that activity
underlying the DI occurs earlier in the motion processing pathway
than does activity underlying the DAE.
Contrasting with the dichoptic DI and DAE experiments is the
work by Curran and colleagues (Benton & Curran, 2003; Curran
et al., 2006a, 2006b, 2009), who have used two strategies to local-
ise the neural activity in question. In one strategy, they employed
mixed-speed inducing/adapting stimuli to pit a proposed local mo-
tion mechanism against a proposed global motion mechanism for
the DI (described earlier) and for the DAE (Curran et al., 2006b).
The magnitude of the DI was better predicted by the global motion
hypothesis, but the magnitude of the DAE was better predicted by
the local motion hypothesis. This suggests that the DAE precedes
the DI in the motion processing pathway – the opposite conclusion
to that reached with the dichoptic DI and DAE experiments re-
ported here. In another strategy, Curran and colleagues manipu-
lated the perceived direction of a DAE inducing stimulus by using
a DI stimulus as the inducer, and in another experiment manipu-
lated the perceived direction of a DI inducer by ﬁrst presenting
an adapting stimulus, to make the inducing direction subject to a
DAE. In this way, each effect was tested with an inducer that had
a perceived direction different from its physical direction. Given
that both effects are tuned to the direction separation between
inducing and test directions, they reasoned that if the DAE pre-
cedes the DI, then the DAE should have a magnitude predicted
by the physical direction of the adapting stimulus, but the DI
should have a magnitude predicted by the perceived (DAE-shifted)
drift direction of the inducing stimulus. If the DI precedes the DAE,
then the opposite prediction could be made. Their results sup-
ported the proposition that the DAE precedes the DI in the motion
processing hierarchy, which was in line with the interpretation gi-
ven to data from the mixed-speed inducer experiments.
The logic of the experiments conducted by Curran and col-
leagues is sound but the conclusion they drew depends on an
assumption that each effect is caused by activity at a single site
within the motion processing pathway. If that could be assumed
(which it cannot), then their experiments would be conclusive,
and particularly the second strategy described above would settle
the issue. If, though, it is assumed for the sake of argument that
the DI occurs at multiple stages and the DAE occurs either just
at the local motion stage or at multiple stages, then what would
be the results of those experiments? Perhaps the only prediction
that could deﬁnitely be made is that the results ought not to fall
out perfectly in line with either of the possibilities raised by Cur-
ran and colleagues (DI ﬁrst/DAE second or DAE ﬁrst/DI second). As
it happened the results of their experiments, as is almost inevita-
ble no matter what is the true position with respect to a hypoth-
esis in question, of course did not fall out perfectly in line with
either of those possibilities. However, the important point is that
almost any pattern of results obtained with these strategies
would be consistent with the assumption of multiple stages for
the effects.
On our argument, Curran and colleagues at minimum have
shown the following: (i) the DI can be produced by signals at the
global motion level; (ii) the DAE can be produced by signals at
the local motion level (a fact which could be consistent with a pre-
dominantly binocular mechanism, since there is a strong tendency
toward binocularity in V1 direction-selective cells that feed di-
rectly into V5 (Movshon & Newsome, 1996)); and (iii) the earliest
stage at which there is activity that can produce a DAE is located
prior to the latest stage at which there is activity that can produce
a DI. These are valuable results that do not conﬂict with a strong
contribution to the DI by monocular direction-selective cells and
a relatively small monocular contribution to the DAE. Experiments
are needed that are directed speciﬁcally to identify a DI producedby local motion signals, and a DAE produced by global motion sig-
nals – if such effects occur.
One of the reasons why experiments directly addressing the
question of local and global mechanisms (e.g. Benton & Curran,
2003; Curran et al., 2006b) are desirable is that whereas the mon-
ocular/binocular test helps to localise the effects in topographic or
physiological terms, a concern of at least equal theoretical interest
is that of functional localisation (e.g. local/global mechanisms). In
fact characterisation of a perceptual effect in terms of its degree
of monocularity/binocularity is sometimes undertaken as an indi-
rect means of functional localisation of the neural interactions in
question, enabled by the fact that topographic and functional posi-
tioning within the motion processing pathway are correlated.
However, the monocular/binocular test might introduce complex-
ities of interpretation that ideally would be avoided. For example,
one reviewer of an earlier version of this manuscript suggested
that dichoptic reduction of the DI might be mediated by binocular
cells, if the response of those cells retains some notion of the ocular
origin of the signal. Logically there is nothing to discount this pos-
sibility, although such a mechanism might be expected to result in
much closer to zero dichoptic effect. The conventional view that re-
duced dichoptic effects result from pooling of the response by
unaffected monocular cells with the response by inhibited binocu-
lar cells comfortably accounts for the variation across different illu-
sions and aftereffects in their degree of binocularity (Blake,
Overton, & Lema-Stern, 1981). Also supporting the conventional
interpretation of dichoptic data is the ﬁnding by Blake and Cor-
mack (1979) that utrocular discrimination (the ability to tell which
eye is receiving stimulation) is mediated by a mechanism different
from that responsible for the incompleteness of IOT. However,
clear evidence for or against the idea that binocular cells might
mediate incomplete IOT can probably only be elicited by directly
recording the responses of binocular cells at various stages of the
motion processing pathway, and without doubt the approach that
is needed with respect to localisation of the DI and the DAE is to
directly target local/global mechanisms. We are pursuing that ap-
proach at present in our laboratory.
6.2. The DI with grating stimuli
Our failure to replicate the results obtained by Kim and Wilson
(1997) is not to be taken as a suggestion that their results are inva-
lid. Despite our efforts at matching their procedure and stimuli
there are still several potentially decisive points of difference.
Apart from the differences already pointed out in Section 5, an
obvious difference is in the equipment used to present the stimuli
in the two laboratories, and in addition there were some details of
stimulus presentation that were not made explicit in Kim and Wil-
son’s paper, so we simply employed the standard ones in our lab-
oratory. Perhaps one of the most notable points of difference is in
the samples of observers that participated in their experiments and
in ours. Kim and Wilson had two observers in their dichoptic
experiment, and three and four in their foveal and peripheral mon-
optic experiments. These observers apparently had experience in
psychophysical experiments. We used many more observers but
importantly they had no or almost no experience as psychophysi-
cal observers. Given that difference, the confounding in grating
direction-judgment experiments of drift direction with orientation
may well have contributed to our failure to achieve similar results.
When inducing a DAE Schrater and Simoncelli (1998) noted that
‘‘the phenomenal appearance of the maximally direction-shifted
gratings . . . [is such that] they appear to move in a direction strik-
ingly different from their normal direction” (pp. 3903–3904),
where ‘‘normal direction” presumably means the direction perpen-
dicular to grating orientation. In Kim and Wilson’s experiments,
observers must have seen the test grating drift in a direction over
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induce illusions of that magnitude, we have had several observers
in our laboratory comment informally that the appearance of a
grating that is seen to drift in a direction not orthogonal to its ori-
entation can be quite confusing. This was also reported by Wende-
roth and Burke (2004). In our experience even novice observers
with no knowledge of vision science expect a drifting grating in a
circular aperture to drift perpendicular to its orientation. It is con-
ceivable that a DI actually induced with a grating stimulus might
fail to inﬂuence observer responses, if observers are biased toward
make direction judgements perpendicular to the perceived orien-
tation of the test grating. And it is conceivable that experienced
observers might be better able to ignore conﬂicting cues. In our
laboratory we have been able to inﬂuence the apparent magnitude
of the grating DAE by manipulating the instructions given to naïve
observers with respect to the signiﬁcance or otherwise of the ori-
entation of the gratings (unpublished data).
Drifting gratings are highly undesirable as direction-judgement
stimuli due to the confounding of direction and orientation cues.
They should be avoided in this area of research unless they are
absolutely necessary for a test of the hypothesis at issue.
Finally, a note on terminology. The direction aftereffectwas given
that label by Clifford (2002), after Patterson and Becker (1996) had
called it a direction-selective aftereffect and Schrater and Simoncelli
(1998) had referred to it as an instance of direction of motion repul-
sion. Usually it is a repulsive effect but sometimes there is percep-
tual attraction (Schrater & Simoncelli, 1998; Wiese & Wenderoth,
2007). The simultaneous effect is often called motion repulsion or
direction repulsion in preference to the direction illusion, but that ter-
minology is misleading because simultaneous presentation some-
times causes perceptual attraction as well (Wiese & Wenderoth,
2007). We think it is undesirable to give the simultaneous effect a
label that assumes it is always one of repulsion, and equally unde-
sirable to have to speak of an attractive repulsion effect.
It is convenient to call the effect of simultaneous presentation
the direction illusion, and to note that the DI is usually repulsive
but sometimes attractive, as is the DAE. Direction repulsion can oc-
cur as a consequence of either simultaneous or successive presen-
tation of the inducing and test directions. This formulation is
consistent with established terminology for the orientation ana-
logues of the DI and DAE, the tilt illusion and tilt aftereffect, both
of which can exhibit attraction as well as repulsion effects.
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